
CUSTOMER STORY

CUSTOMER
IAG New Zealand

CHALLENGE
Insurance fraud, and the time taken to investigate it, was an increasing strain on 
resources. IAG needed to do more with less and show proof of the added value 
and cost savings. 

SOLUTION
FRISS Investigations, powered by Polonious

RESULTS
• 47% productivity improvement in the claims management area
• Case volumes have grown three times, while maintaining the number of staff
• Achieve better investigator throughput
• Being able to look at all the different metrics, KPIs and SLAs throughout

the investigation in one solution

http://friss.com


IAG New Zealand (IAG NZ) is the New Zealand operation of Insurance Australia Group 
Limited, one of the largest general insurance groups in Asia-Pacific. It is the country’s 
largest general insurance provider. IAG’s field officers are responsible for investigating 
and assessing thousands of insurance claims every week. The company’s Claims Services 
group provides back-office support to a large field team of investigators and assessors.

Insurance products are sold directly to customers, predominantly under the State and 
AMI brands, and through intermediaries such as insurance brokers and authorized 
representatives, through the Lumley and NZI brands. IAG NZ’s Claims Services group 
provides support across all the brands.

Dan Barrett, Specialist, Performance and Recoveries, Claims Services, for IAG NZ says like 
most businesses nowadays, IAG NZ is always looking for greater efficiencies.

“We need to do more with less and we also had the challenge of being able to prove 
our worth to our investigations team. We needed to show the value we are adding to the 
business and what cost savings we were delivering.”

Insurance fraud – and the time taken to investigate it – is also an increasing strain on 
resources. IAG NZ needed a tool to overcome these challenges.

CHALLENGE

CUSTOMER

http://friss.com


IAG NZ asked to design tailored business processes to meet the needs of its various 
business groups across all of its general insurance brands. This included building 
investigation processes for 20 internal investigators and external suppliers, and more than 
50 insurance assessors across New Zealand. 

Once the initial training was completed, IAG New Zealand staff needed no further help to 
further innovate on their own, which resulted in significant cost savings.

SOLUTION
“This ability for us to make changes to the configuration of the system, test it in training, 
and quickly deploy it has been fantastic,” Barrett says. “And when we have needed the 
team they have been very responsive. When we put in a request the delivery time frames 
have been very short.”

http://friss.com


IAG NZ has employed the solutions since 2010 to improve the interface between 
investigators and assessors in the field and back office processes. They enabled IAG 
NZ to achieve better investigator throughput and a 47% productivity improvement in 
the claims management area.

“The solution has allowed us to look at all the different metrics, KPIs and SLAs
throughout the investigation process and see where we can add the most value in 
the business,” Barrett says. “This is the first time we have had a single solution at 
IAG NZ that allows us to do that. And we can drill down on an individual investigator, 
team and location throughout the country, which allows us to tweak our business to 
provide a better service to our clients.”

Case volumes have grown three times since IAG New Zealand started using the 
investigations solution, with the same number of staff.

RESULTS

http://friss.com


FRISS is 100% focused on automated fraud, risk and compliance solutions for P&C 
insurance companies worldwide. Their AI-powered solutions are available for Underwriting, 
Claims, and SIU, offering support for full end-to-end digital processing.

With over 200 implementations across more than 40 countries, FRISS is seen as a trusted 
advisor, guaranteeing a safe digital transformation for all of their customers, and unique 
tailoring of solutions to fit their specific needs. Carriers can expect a seamless integration 
and products that provide a quick time to value (TTV). 

FRISS will continue offering their customers state-of-the-art technology to guide insurers 
through an ever-changing fraud landscape. For more information, visit friss.com.
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satisfaction rating

1+
billion $

fraud savings per year
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